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Source: BNEF Electric Vehicle Outlook 2017

[ ANNUAL NEWBUILD ]
Solar E-Mobility

Source: Solar Power Europe, Global Market Outlook 2018 - 2022

[ ANNUAL SALES ]

RENEWABLE POWER PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION ARE GROWING 
EXPONENTIALLY DRIVEN BY DWINDLING COST AND POLITICAL SUPPORT
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RE EXAMPLE: DRAWING A COMPARISON TO EVERY DAY LIFE -
ONCE THE TUB IS FULL, IT WILL OVERFLOW TO ALL SIDES

Hawaii

Maui

14.03.2019, https://www.hawaiianelectric.com

How to answer exponential growth paterns:

Solutions need to create

while being cost-efficient, sustainable, 
robust, resilient and flexible!

impact
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Presentation Notes
'Big' problems are overwhelming, but when we distil them down to their simplest forms, then the solutions become simple, too. Taavet Hinrikus�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/taavet_hinrikus_935897No matter how complicated a problem is, it usually can be reduced to a simple, comprehensible form which is often the best solution. An Wang�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/an_wang_160621In an age of exponential change, we need the power of diverse thinking, and we cannot afford to leave any talent untapped. Cathy Engelbert�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/cathy_engelbert_852540And so, it's not a thing of how many carries, but were you effective when you did carry. Franco Harris�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/franco_harris_261424The business schools reward difficult complex behavior more than simple behavior, but simple behavior is more effective. Warren Buffett�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/search_results?q=effective+difference+efficientAction to be effective must be directed to clearly conceived ends. Jawaharlal Nehru�Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/search_results?q=effective+difference+efficient
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LSS AND ROOFTOP PV DEVELOPMENT

- High competition for concession brings 
costs down 

- Large MW completion helps meet RE 
targets faster

- Economies of scale can give cost 
efficiencies

- Land is used for income generation
- Creation of large solar companies

Large Scale Solar

Type Way Forward

- Perceived intermittency of grid generation
- Cost & complication for grid connection
- Duck curve at high generation periods
- PPA can be too strict for non-firm power
- Construction permit slows down projects
- Increasing cost of land to lease/buy and 

land use conversion & land-grid match

- Benchmark grid operation with large 
RE against European experience

- Strengthen ASEAN Grid Interties
- Create a vibrant DSM and VPP 

Market
- Review PPA for LSS penalties but 

compel higher yield/plant efficiencies

Rooftop Solar
- Lower cost connection to the grid
- Low dist. losses (most kWh used in-situ)
- Speed of implementation
- Using existing rooftops and not land for 

solar generation
- Making RE accessible for the general 

population

- High number of installations needed to 
achieve significant MWs 

- Current focus on C&I means thousands 
of homes are not solarised

- Capacity limitation by grid company due 
to LV network issues (voltage rises)

- Requirement of special eqpmnt (FCL) 
reduces some project viability

- Benchmark grid operation with large RE 
against European experience

- Adopt the latest distribution network 
technologies to allow more RE to be 
connected

- Enable DX-TX export capability (SAPN) 
- Review DX charges for all users to pay 

(incl Rooftop Solar)
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VOLTAGE RISE AND DROP ARE KEY PARAMETERS IN GRID PLANNING AS 
VOLTAGE USUALLY IS THE LIMIT TO HOSTING CAPACITY. WHEN FEEDER 
CONFIGURATION CHANGES, VOLTAGES CAN EXCEED STATUTORY LIMITS
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THE VRDT IS CAPABLE OF MOVING THE LV SETPOINT 
UP/DOWN DEPENDING ON THE SYSTEM SITUATION 
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